
Highlights from IAG’s Fantastic March Signature Sale 99!
International Auction Galleries’ upcoming auction - Signature Sale 99 in March - is set to be-
come another numismatic highlight event! Signature Sale 99 will open for Online bidding from 
the 20th of February, with the live auction to be held from the 12th to the 14th of March. With 
a record number of vendors represented in Sale 99 that  include one huge estate of over 400kgs 
of material, and an auction total of 2,280 high quality lots, this auction is packed with rare and 
collectable items for every numismatic enthusiast. With pre-sale estimates totalling over $1.7 
million, Sale 99 is set to be another impressive sale in a strong run of recent auctions for IAG.

A key highlight going under the hammer in Sale 99 is a 1920 Kookaburra Halfpenny graded 
MS 65. Whilst small in size, this superb rarity is set to make a big splash; estimated at $90,000, 
this is perhaps the finest example known of this very rare issue.

A superior grade 1930 Penny with most of the band showing six clear pearls and the centre 
diamond is also sure to be in demand, with this coin perhaps in the top 15 examples of this 
famous rarity.

An attractive NSW Dump from 1813 is another highlight, and a feature of a great selection of 
colonial Proclamation issues. Graded as aVF/VF and estimated at $35,000, this example pos-
sesses a lovely light old tone with some original old reverse under-type present from the origi-
nal host coin and has a strong crown.

The highest graded and very rare 1921 Kookaburra Halfpenny MS 65

A Superb high grade example of the iconic 1930 Penny in gVF

An attractive 1813 NSW Dump in aVF/VF

Just some of the many other key Pre Decimal Proofs to feature in this auction

Just some of the many other key coin lots to feature in this special sale

Just some of the key banknotes to feature in a large selection of Pre-Decimal issued 
and Specimen notes, Superscribed and Pre Federation banknotes.

A Key decimal Error issue - a 20 Cent struck on a Hong Kong blank

Numerous Pre Decimal banknote key issues

Rare World and British Coins, Medals and Medallions

A nice selection of Pre Federation Banknotes including a number of Specimens

A significant range of rare Pre decimal and Decimal error coins

Some interesting and rare World Banknotes

A large selection of Rare and bullion Gold Half Sovereigns, Sovereigns and sets

A few more Key Rarities that feature in this fantastic sale

Of course there is also IAG’s usual wide selection of material on offer, including a large 
selection of gold issues including Half Sovereigns, Sovereigns and modern mint and 
bullion gold issues, a ranging selection of Pre Decimal coins - many PCGS graded in-
cluding proofs - as well as Pre Federation issued and Specimen notes, Pre Decimal and 
a huge selection of Decimal banknotes highlighted by numerous First and Last Prefixes, 
Special Serial numbered notes, Error notes and Star notes. There is also a nice selection 
of British coins featuring a popular Gothic Crown, along with a large selection of World 
Coins and Banknotes, Mis-struck coins, a large selection of RAM and Perth Mint prod-
ucts, RAM rolls, NPA and so much more! 

Sale 99 will be online and open for bidding from the 20th February 2024

IAG’s next ‘Signature Sale’ will be Sale 100 in September 2024. Vendors wanting to con-
sign to that auction can do so now, with all consignments commission-free for all ven-
dors. IAG has more than 3,000 registered and active auction buyers, so now is a great 
time to cash in on any coins and banknotes you have tucked away! To submit vendor 
lots for auction or for more information on this or upcoming sales visit IAG’s website: 
www.iagauctions.com or phone (07) 55 380 300.

Error coins include perhaps the key decimal error - a scalloped 20 Cent 1981 struck on 
a Hong Kong blank. This rare and striking error is always in high demand, and with 
only a handful known, is sure to be eagerly sought after!


